Student Council authorities prepared this week to take care of what is expected to be the largest vote in the history of Rice Institution. The special interest in this general election is due to unprecedented battle of clubs, cliques, and organizations.

Miss Stevens is an E. B. L. "S. editor of the Camonian. O. D. Wyatt pitted against Bill Ballew and Robert King was named by Bill Reed as the new assistant editor of the Owl. Carey Thomas is now a senior but is also backed by the Blanton clique. Five candidates have been named by the group master-minded by Ben Blanton and Betty Bennett opposes each other for the position of assistant editor of the Camonian.

The work is outstanding for its realism and composition and technique in the art of photography with two unusual enlargements of excellent detail.

Two one act plays were also read at the Engineering Show today. Forrest Orman has some unique pictures of excellent detail, and state high school junior champion for two years, will assist the Owls' opponent, Bill Ballew. The club has been invited to participate in the Engineering Show.

As an athletic attraction to the Engineering Show, a demonstration of how Rice Institute will exhibit its work in the middle-west for two nationally prominent universities. The club has been invited to participate in the Engineering Show.

MINIMUM OF 40,000 VISITORS EXPECTED TO VIEW EXHIBITS

Electric Eye To Count Spectators: Ed M. Wise Officially Starts Show. Ed Main Gate; Broadcast Proceeds Opening.

A closed switch, a flash of light, and the gates of Rice Institute will be opened the first time ever. At 1:00, to the thousands of visitors who will attend the tenth annual Engineering Show Friday and Saturday, April 28 and 29, the gates will be opened. Previous records are expected to be shattered. Last year the total given by the electric eye was 20,000. This year, Dr. Wise expects at least 40,000. Ed Main gate will become scene until 10 p.m. Saturday evening. The article was given to the students by Mr. Wise in his last speech before the engineering class.

SPORT DANCE ON APRIL 30 LAST OF SATURDAY DANCES

Wear Anytime, Sage Moss Concerning Hop: Sport Clothes Approved. (Continued on Page 2)
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anybody can bring in the chemical warfare. Men I for steel, con-
tcrete, and other life will be the gas mask, showing the con-

struct mainly of heavy testing. A grim display related to modern
pocket, will be on hand, to show smoking. Claude Maer

Joanne Storm...

liair very splendid work. On with the show!

Ethel Bloomfield present announced where The Technical will be

exclusively chosen by the staff members, so their action will be the

greatest in the general student Man-

psychology

(Continued from Page 3)

major additional theory that will be of the

particular interest, has been a great deal of work
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PHYSICS—(Continued from Page 1)

The instrument is adapted so that
by means of variable voltage it is
possible to change the position of
the ball, and to vary the distance
between the magnets. In this way
the ball can be made to describe
any curve whatever.

This is the spirit of the work
being done in the laboratories of
the Institute, to which so many
students are coming to study.

BIOLOGY—(Continued from Page 1)

We separate these living objects into
cells, and this is a means of doing
it. We also study the properties
of the cells, and we study the living
objects as a whole. We study the
structure of the living objects,
and we study the chemical and
physical properties of the
living objects.

The study of living objects is
everything. We study the
properties of living objects,
and we study the chemical and
physical properties of the
living objects.

One year. A large amount of new engineer-

CHEMISTRY—(Continued from Page 1)
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Use P T Testing
IT'S SAFE—SERVICEABLE—ECONOMICAL

Protect: Architect, Contractor, Builder
INSPECTION AND TESTING SERVICE
On All Types of Building Materials and
Oil Field Equipment at Point of Manufacture and in the Field.

Pittsburgh Testing Laboratories
(OF TEXAS)

J. R. White, Manager, Houston Office
311 M & M Bldg.

Prentiss 1428

A Life Insurance
policy is a declaration of Independence.
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WEBSTER, MASSACHUSETTS
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Where did the next go.

Pinky Pinks.
No Laughter.

A couple of simple Charwomen!

CAPITOL PKIESTQ*

citiv

LEVY'S LEVY BROS. & CO.

Add: 110 E. Travis St.

The Subscribed Styles! For Coats From the
B E A C H
SHOP

NEW JANTZEN SWIM

Suits

Fashions for men and women only with ties included, with
without shirt collar in King Bathers of every width
other designs. Low back, adjustable straps.

Hydro-Velvet Chemise

Bath Robe

Meat and vegetables.

Motel Beach Shop—Fort Worth.
To undecided voters—
you can't go wrong when voting for a staff-nominee—O. D. Wyatt is staff-nominee for Assistant Business Manager of The Campanile.

COMPLIMENTS OF
Fisher D. Adams

WED EVEN STAND ON OUR HEADS TO PUT OUT A GOOD CAMPANILE

NORME MORGAN
Assistant: Many thanks for helping us put our heads in the right place! The Campanile team appreciates your support.

--- CAMPANILE ---

Goodson

"Lefty... every day in the week Chesterfields will be telling 'em about America's grand old game"